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TIE-42: Radiation Resistant Optical Glasses
0. Introduction
In space, nuclear power and other scientific applications optical glass may be exposed to
high energy radiation like gamma-, electron, proton and neutron radiation. With the
accumulation of higher doses this radiation changes the transmittance of optical glass
especially near the UV-visible edge of the spectrum.
Schott offers a variety of radiation resistant glasses covering main parts of the Abbe diagram.
These glasses are suitable for earth orbit based applications with lifetimes of up to 10 years.
This paper gives background information on the impact of radiation on the transmittance of
optical glass and how the introduction of cerium in the composition improves the radiation
resistance of optical glass.

1. Origin of the effect
Ionization caused by photon and particle radiation changes the transmittance of optical
glasses. An absorbed radiation dose of 10 Gy (103 rad) gamma radiation leads to
recognizable loss in transmittance over the complete visible spectral range. The loss of
transmittance is most pronounced at the UV-edge of the spectrum leading to a color change.
Most glasses become unusable for optical applications if the radiation is increased to 100
Gy. The intensity of the color change does not only depend on the type of radiation dose but
also on the energy of the ionizing radiation and the radiation dose rate. Other environmental
conditions like temperature and illumination conditions have an impact on the extent of
coloration of the glass. The coloration itself is not stable. After the end of the radiation impact
the transmittance decreases slightly. This effect is called fading. The following diagram
shows the effect of gamma radiation on the internal transmittance of BK7. A dose of 100 Gy
reduces the transmittance over the complete visible spectral range significantly. The loss of
transmittance can be further increased by increasing the dose of radiation to 10000 Gy..
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Effect of gamma radiation at different doses of absorbed radiation.

The interaction of radiation takes mainly place within the electron shell leading to electron
irradiation, ionization, photo- and Compton effect.
The loss of electrons leads to defects centers of different nature: ionization, trapped
electrons, trapped holes, ruptured Si-O bonds and non bridging oxygen ions. These defect
centers lead to a change in the transmittance curve [1].

2. Properties of radiation resistant glasses from SCHOTT
Optical glasses can be stabilized against transmittance loss caused by ionizing radiation by
adding cerium (Cer) to the composition. The added cerium (a polyvalent ion) changes the
intrinsic color of the glass. The transmittance edge is shifted to longer wavelengths. In
general the cerium content is kept low enough to keep this effect small.
The extent of stabilization differs from glass type to glass type. Every cerium stabilized glass
type shows the letter G and a number as an additional suffix in the glass name. The number
in the suffix divided by 10 relates to the additional weight percentage of CeO2 in the glass.
BK7G18 for instance was stabilized against radiation by adding 1,8 w% of cerium into the
BK7 glass matrix. In general the higher the cerium content the more the glass is stabilized
against higher total doses but the more the intrinsic transmittance is reduced. In addition, the
impact to the color change by addition of cerium depends on the glass matrix.
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The modified Abbe diagram in figure 2-1 contains all currently available stabilized glass
types. The diagram shows that not only the transmittance curve but also the optical position
of the stabilized glass types varies slightly from the non stabilised catalog glass.

Figure 2-1:

Abbe diagram showing the available radiation resistant glass types.

The following table 2-1 gives a summary of properties for the available radiation resistant
glasses. Complete datasheets are available on request.

Table 2-1: Summary of properties of the radiation resistant glasses from SCHOTT [2].
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3. The effect of radiation on radiation resistant glasses from SCHOTT
The radiation resistant versions of the glasses are often slightly different in color compared to
the standard glasses, as shown for one example in figure 3-2 where non stabilized N-BK7
and cerium stabilized BK7G18 are compared. BK7G18 has a yellowish color compared to NBK7. This yellow color is shown by the shift of the UV-edge of the transmittance curve
compared to N-BK7. Figure 2-3 shows a comparison of the transmittance curve of BK7G18
and BK7. Additionally the impact of 100 Gy gamma radiation (Co60) on BK7 and a much
higher gamma radiation of 8*106 Gy on BK7G18 can be compared. BK7 displays a strong
transmittance loss over the complete spectral range whereas the reduction of transmittance
of BK7G18 at a radiation amount which is 5 orders of magnitude higher is very low in
comparison.

Figure 3-2:
comparison.

Cerium stabilized BK7G18 and non stabilized N-BK7 in direct visual
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irradiation.
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Transmittance of non stabilized BK7 and stabilized BK7G18 before and after

As mentioned before the extent of the coloration depends on the kind of radiation and the
radiation dose, which can be clearly derived from Figure 3-4 where the transmittance loss of
BK7G18 for different kind of radiation: proton particle radiation, electrons, gamma and
neutron radiation is shown. Neutron radiation (fluence < 0,15*1021 n/m2 in the example) has
the highest impact on the transmittance of BK7G18. The effect of protons (7 to 50 MeV, dose
1,4*1018 MeV/(m2*s) in the example) and electrons on the transmittance is comparable
(fluence: 8,8*1021 e-/m2, energy 0,05 MeV, radiation duration 20,6 h in the example) and in
the same region as the 105 and 106 gamma radiation.
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Transmittance loss of BK7G18 as a function of wavelength for different kind of

Some glasses are stabilized with a high amount of cerium and are therefore especially
suitable for use in surroundings with very high radiation. Other glasses are stabilized to a
lower amount. This is mostly the case if the cerium- content influences the transmittance to
a higher amount. Figure 3-5 shows a comparison of the influence of gamma radiation 106 Gy
on the internal transmittance loss over the wavelengths for different radiation resistant
glasses. SF6G05 shows a significantly higher transmittance loss compared to BK7G18 or
K5G20.
In general all radiation resistant glasses are suitable for earth orbit based application with
lifetimes of up to 10 years.
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Figure 3-5: Transmittance loss of different radiation stabilized glasses as a function of
wavelength for an absorption of 106 Gy.
4. Notes on the availability
Radiation resistant glasses are inquiry glasses which we do not purposely keep on stock. It is
therefore recommended to start a request as early as possible within the project .
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